GE Optima MR 360 Advance
1.5T

Built to upgrade quiet mind and progress clinical execution, the Optima MR360 Advance
skillfully balances innovation, a wide cluster of clinical applications and refined work process
abilities. With cutting edge highlights like Optical RF, the Needle Free Suite ofapplications,
embedded coils, and a simple to-utilize interface, this sytem boosts profitability.
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Benefits:








The Optima MR360 Advance brings into parity the propelled MR stage you trust with the
adaptability and proficiency you need
Lifts clinical certainty with extraordinary 1.5T execution
Builds persistent solace with new framework plan and the Needle-Free Suite of uses,
intended to restrict the requirement for biopsy, differentiation and sedation.
Improves efficiency through refined work process driven by Express loops a simple to
utilize interface and patient solace highlights
Upgrades clinical flexibility with a wide cluster of cutting edge clinical applications
Diminishes complete expense of proprietorship through vitality effective innovation
utilizes around 34 percent less vitality than past age frameworks
Maintains a strategic distance from spontaneous downtime by recognizing administration
issues before they happen

Features:








A demonstrated, very homogeneous 1.5T magnet
Optix RF for better signal clarity and signal intensity to acquire cleaner, crisper images
Express loop innovation that decreases treatment of cumbersome curls between tests
Effective 33/120 angles, new electronic structure and creative water-cooling for vitality
productive task
Prepared interface, an easy to understand control focus that upgrades examine
parameters in less advances
Progressed clinical programming applications, for example, Automated Ready Brain, MR
Touch, IDEAL IQ, LAVA Flex, 3D ASL and so on.
InSite OnWatch proactive innovation to help keep away from spontaneous downtime
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Note: The technical data given in this publication is for general information and are subject to change without notice. Actual
configuration on the unit may vary. Contact our sales representatives for a complete list of details.

